Penn Defeats Cornell

Penn's Thanksgiving Number

Penn's Championship Team to Victory!

Walden on fake kick ran to midfield but Cornell is penalized for holding. Walden made five at midfield on fake kick. Walden's punt was blocked by Means, Cornell recovered on Penn's 35-yard line. Means made a first down on the 25-yard line. Walden kicked to Mowe, who runs back 25 yards. Walden punts out of bounds on his 9-yard line, time up for first half. Score: Pennsylvania, 6; Cornell, 4.

Second Half.


CAPTAIN HOLLENBACK, WHO IN THE LAST BATTLE OF HIS FOOTBALL CAREER LED PENN'S CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM TO VICTORY.

EXTRA!

The varsity "soccer" team defeated the stronger All Penn Club team at Haverford this morning.

Walden on fake kick ran to midfield but Cornell is penalized for holding. Walden made five at midfield on fake kick. Walden's punt was blocked by Means, Cornell recovered on Penn's 35-yard line. Means made a first down on the 25-yard line. Walden kicked to Mowe, who runs back 25 yards. Walden punts out of bounds on his 9-yard line, time up for first half. Score: Pennsylvania, 6; Cornell, 4.

SECOND HALF.

SUCCESSFUL SEASON CONCLUDED

Heavily Handicapped at the Start, Our Team Has Made a Fine Record.

"With but five veterans to start the season the prospects for the 'Varsity" football team did not appear any too bright. The injuries that filled the ranks made by the graduation of Ziegler, Devor and Gallagher proved especially difficult. Fifty-three men responded to Captains Holmliech's call, and it is said that the majority that the coaches would have trouble in matching up in line to prevent the line to prevent the line in previous years. With Holmliech and Keel asst. as their old positions and with such men as Manier, Twcasnel, Summer, Tovin, McMurry, Vantine, Piller and Rozani to draw from, there was little concern about the back field. Working hard two weeks before the opening of college Head Coach Metro, ably assisted by Meers, Williams, Wharton, Brook, Hedges and Mulford, succeeded in rounding the men into condition for the opening game with West Virginia on September 20th. The visitors proved of unexpected strength, and held the "Red eleven" to almost a single touchdown, although the ball was just one yard from a second score when time was called. Two members of last year's Pennsylvanian team—Marsh and Watson—showed themselves a surprise. In this contest, and proved themselves of "Varsity" calibre, only two men. On October 10th, as hard fought and thrilling an exhibition of pluck and grit during the second half that the Red and Blue eleven was saved from defeat, as the Carlisle team was having decidedly the best of it during the latter period of play. The "Varsity" score was mainly due to Redding's receiving an outside kick on the Indians' live mile line. Manier carrying the ball over on two plunges. It was the time when the Indians were relying on Thorope scoring Carlisle's touchdown at the middle of the second half. From that time until the final whistle the Pennsylvanians were entirely on the defensive, and in their weakened and batters condition it was indeed nothing short of marvelous that the "Varsity" players prevented a second Carlisle score.

The "Varsity" score was one against the Indians at Heinz Field, October 23rd. The Indians had met, as the "Varsity" had predicted, and the "Red and Blue" team was enabled by the wonderful offense of the Red and Blue.

The score of 26 to 6 tells the story of the "Varsity"'s trip to Ann Arbor. Young elevens were inferior to Pennsylvanians, and the East won a decided victory over the West. When Michigan was down twenty-three points after thirty-yard run Thorpe scored Carlisle's touchdown at the middle of the second half. From that time until the final whistle the Pennsylvania's eleven was entirely on the defensive, and in their weakened and batters condition it was indeed nothing short of marvelous that the "Varsity" players prevented a second Carlisle score.

On October 31st the team displayed good team work against Carnegie Technical Institute, and the new rules were easily defeated by 26 to 0. Means came into the lineup in this game by putting up an excellent game at half-back and scoring two beautiful field goals.

Football Championship for 1908.

There are thousands of centres of learning that send out graduates who could never be convinced that there is any institution quite the equal of their own. Today there are thousands of Harvard men who feel that their football team is champion of 1908. In all sections of the country there are Pennsylvanians who feel as thoroughly as Harvard men that we could defeat Harvard 19 to 0. On the other hand the Indians lost 11 to 6. Two weeks later Harvard defeated the Redskins 17 to 5. by posting out from that game Harvard could not rise up to the tune of 11 to 5, and if we carried this theoretical work to a ridiculous conclusion it might be stated that we would whip Harvard 19 to 0, as we could defeat them 19 to 0 and they could only over us 11 to 5.

Let us look at these games from another light. When Pennsylvania met the Indians they were in the worst physical condition of the whole season. Those who witnessed the game admit that Pennsylvanians would again have tasted defeat if it had not been for the spirit of the men who played that day. But in being batted around the way they were they likewise crippled the Indians, who entered the Harvard game in a condition 50 per cent worse than they were when they played at Franklin Field, and according to the statement of Head Coach Glenn Warner, they had taken an awful slapping. After the Carlisle game with Harvard, Warner said that Pennsylvania was the strongest team the Indians had met, and that Harvard's victory was due not to Carlisle's weakness but to the strength of Pennsylvania. We agree.

We agree that an amount of argument will be necessary before we accept the idea that those who witnessed the Harvard game are correct in their opinion that the "Red and Blue" team is champion of 1908. Pennsylvanians are willing to concede that the game decided the championship of New England. The Pennsylvania students are justified in believing that Captain Holmliech and his men could defeat Harvard or any of the big teams.
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THE EMBOCK $25.00 Suit to Order

The University Library has just been presented with a rare and unusually interesting little book, which marked a point in the study of the Bible and gave rise to an entirely new field devoted to Biblical researches. The book, which is French, is entitled "Conjectures on the Original Texts (the Document which Moses Wrote in Writing the Book of Genesis)." It was published in 1723 by Jean Astruc, a French physician of note, attached to the court of Louis XV. Although a Parisian, Astruc had his book published in Brussels and anonymously, as he feared it might subject him to criticism. It did create a profound impression, for it introduced entirely new methods in the investigation of the problems connected with the origin of the two documents.

Astruc was born March 19, 1704, and died June 5, 1764. Although only written one hundred and fifty years ago, the book has become exceedingly rare and it is very difficult to obtain a copy of it.

The possibility of these being several documents within the Pentateuch had been suggested before Astruc's time, but he was the first to demonstrate the theory conclusively, with the result that the entire modern critical study of the Bible rests on this small octavo volume of five hundred pages.

Astruc's method is extremely ingenious. Noticing various names for the name of "God," rendered in French as "Div" and "Etern" and observing that the one name was used consistently in a series of chapters and the other in another series, he concluded that the two names belonged to two documents that had once existed separately. He called the one document "A" and the other document "B." By carrying the analysis further he concluded that many of the stories of Genesis which are told twice, as, for example, "The Cess," "The Dedg," and "Joseph's Coming to Egypt," are due to the combination of the two documents.

In a brief introduction he sets forth the principles of his analysis. He gives a French translation of Genesis, following the version in the Geneva Bible of 1560, and prints in it two columns, the left-hand column representing Document A and the right-hand Document B. In the middle of the page are two other documents, C and D. In this way he analyzes the fifty chapters of Genesis and all the chapters of Exodus, which he considered as a continuation of Document A.

The University has long sought to publish "Conjectures on the Original Texts," and Dr. Richard Henry Hahn, Professor of Biblical Literature, has written an introduction, historical summary, and critical notes. The book is now ready for publication.

Football Scores of the Year.

Pennsylvania leads all the big Eastern football teams in number of points scored, although Utah is the actual leader over all. Pennsylvania is running second for her opponents and Yale stands second with the following scores:


-Harvard (Final)—Boston, Cambridge, 5; Maine, Cambridge, 165; Rivas, Cambridge, 165; Williams, Cambridge, 205; Spring Technical School, Cambridge, 440; Amherst, Amherst; Brown, Cambridge, 62; Carlinis Indiana, Cambridge, 175; Dartmouth, Cambridge, 61; Yale, New Haven, 45; Total, number of points scored by Harvard, 132; by opponents, 26.

-Cornell—Hamilton, Ithaca, 142; Oberlin, Ithaca, 273; Colgate, New York, 44; Vermont, Ithaca, 59; Pennsyl vania State, Ithaca, 49; Amherst, Am herst, 69; Chicago, Chicago, 64; Trinity, Ithaca, 295; Total, points for Cornell, 22; opponents, 26.

-Yale (Final)—Wesleyan, New Haven, New Haven, 50; Holy Cross, New Haven, 159; West Point, West Point, 50; Wading ton and Jefferson, New Haven, 151; Massachusetts Aggies, New Haven, 495; Harvard, Princeton, Princeton, 116; Harvard, New Haven, 233; Total, points for Yale, 230; opponents, 26.

Deutscher Verein Play and Dance.

Plans for the entertainment to be seen about "The Design," which have been materially changed owing to unavoidable circumstances. Instead of December 8th as announced, Thursday, December 12th, will be the date for the performance which has already been decided upon to close the season's activities.

The program will take place in the New Century Drawing Room.

Botanical Society Meeting.

The Botanical Society will meet in Biological Hall, 1:30 o'clock, E. J. Schumacher will speak on "The Georginia and Polytrichum," and the other speakers will be distributed.

University Council to Meet.

The University Council will meet in Chapel on Friday, December 11th, for the purpose of conferring degrees in absentia. Five points scored by Pennsylvania.
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HOSTS.

On Thursday, Franklin Field will be the scene of the Pennsylvania-Cornell football game. This is the sixteenth consecutive year that we have met Cornell in football. It is the oldest and biggest of our important games. Of all the teams that come here we are proudest to meet Cornell. We are

The spirit of friendship that exists between the two universities. Pennsylvania seems to me as

The Student of the University of Pennsylvania is proud of the sincere friendship that has developed between Pennsylvania and Cornell. We feel that they will measure up to what is expected of these teams.

With all the reputable in good social shape to start the big game, with the possible exception of Keim, who will probably be at quarter-back, the game stands there is little to

The Pennsylvania and Cornell teams today that can balance the Pennsylvania quarterbacks—Blackett, Brandt, Gies, and Rahn. There is no set of backs across the

The chance to develop and train the spirit of friendship which alone can make them a success. We want to meet Cornell, and believe that we will, but first of all we want

Pennsylvania considers the day of the Cornell game the gala day of the year, and we want Cornell to feel this when she comes here on Thanksgiving Day.

There is an inscription on the gate to Franklin Field which says: "Pennsylvania welcomes her loyal sons, true friends and worthy rivals." We believe we ourselves are the first, and are proud to consider Cornell as the other two.
November 24, 1908.

Dear Fellow:- And do you feel you are going to win Thursday; save it's a habit we have. Of course I'm not old enough to know why it's a habit, being only two Cornell games old; but if he says it's so, I have to take his word for it. I can't use all of the words he used in explaining it to me, or I'd have to square myself with mother; but omitting his adjectives, he says we have as good a team as ever represented old Pennsylvania (and I guess that must be going some), and that they're the kind of fellows that won't let themselves be beaten.

He says also that it's such a good team that inside of two days there will be a lot of newspapers outside of Philadelphia that will frankly admit that the championship belongs to us. "No, I can't help saying "we" and "us," even though I'm not yet an undergraduate, for it's in the blood, and my heart's in the right place."

Big Bill Hollenback told me a few days ago that we had more up-to-date football to turn home Thursday than they ever dreamed of at Yale, Harvard or Princeton. Look out for it; it's all new and a touchdown wide. Dad says I've written too much for a younger, so good-bye and good luck everybody.

Yours for Pennsylvania, BUSTER MORICKE.

Jacob Reed's Sons
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Sketches and Estimates Submitted

4
The Yale Princeton game of the previous Saturday was likewise a sad disappointment from the viewpoint of the admirer of the new game. Yale defeated the Tiger eleven by show force and by the boldest plugging of City, not by better team play nor by any superior knowledge of the new game. In fact Yale knew modern pass, it was a play which lacked perfection and which went a box was not regarded the new game as the most important factor of the year.

There is one thing that would definitely settle a discussion of this sort, and that is a post-season game between the two big teams. As Harvard has broken training and as we have broken athletic relations with them, it is probably out of the question this year. This is not the first year that there has been claim and counter claim by various coaches, student bodies or even supporters of a team, nor under the present arrangement is it likely to be the last.

Football is the premier sport in the American colleges today, and the championship of them all is something that should not be left to doubt and question. As it stretches a helping hand to other forms of sport by reason of its substantial income, such a contest would be a very big asset as a business proposition, as it is doubtful if any English racing or cricket gathering could surpass it in attendance if the seating capacity could be pro-

Review of New Football.

With the Cornell-Pennsylvania battle of this afternoon on Franklin Field, the intercollegiate football season of 1908 is brought to a close. Within less a few days former gridiron stars and press experts will have given to the public, their American selection and for weeks to come the sporting pages of our daily papers will be filled with resumes of struggles already plenish history.

Along with the many other subjects which will command attention consideration of the new game will come up for discussion. Various critics will arrive at various conclusions. By some its efficiency will be regarded as self evident. To others the open play will be lauded to the skies.

The problem now is the question of what is known as the "Big Four," and is in the seventy minutes of play. Three forward passes and eight onside kicks was the sum total of modern football exhibited. Yale used the majority of the admirers of the new game, Yale, defeated the Tiger eleven by show force and by the boldest plugging of City, not by better team play nor by any superior knowledge of the new game. In fact Yale knew less modern pass, it was a play which lacked perfection and which went a box was not regarded the new game as the most important factor of the year.

The Yale-Pennsylvania game of the previous Saturday was likewise a sad disappointment from the viewpoint of the admirer of the new game. Yale defeated the Tiger eleven by show force and by the boldest plugging of City, not by better team play nor by any superior knowledge of the new game. In fact Yale knew less modern pass, it was a play which lacked perfection and which went a box was not regarded the new game as the most important factor of the year.
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CLUBS GIVE ANNUAL CONCERT
Enthusiastically Received by Large Audience at Bellevue-Stratford.

Surpassing anything of its kind ever attempted, the joint concert held last evening in the ballroom of the Bellevue-Stratford by the Cornell and Pennsylvania Combined Musical Clubs was pronounced by one and all a success.

It has been the custom in past years for these musical clubs, the greatest pair among universities today, to hold a joint concert the evening before the Thanksgiving Day football game, and as years went by the clubs became more thoroughly organized and perfected.

Last year the program was received by an impartial and highly enthusiastic audience, which consisted in great part of society matrons and gentlemen, who gave the affair a very picturesque setting.

This year both clubs have been practicing diligently. The Pennsylvania organization has already given several successful concerts, the largest one being given at Germantown on November 20th, in which seventy students took part.

The Pennsylvania participants were: Mrs. D. Ashbrook, Mrs. E. H. Adams, Mrs. A. A. Blair, Mrs. W. F. Bradlee, Mrs. E. Huse, Mrs. R. C. H. Brock, Mrs. H. Butcher, Mrs. F. P. Chandler, Miss H. F. Clapp, Miss A. J. Coburn, Mrs. G. K. Conner, Mrs. E. Duane, Mrs. S. G. Flagg, Jr., Mrs. R. H. Fowser, Mrs. R. H. Foulk, Mrs. C. T. Fox, Mrs. F. Fox, Miss L. W. Fox, Mrs. H. H. Hawkins, Mrs. J. M. Gamm, Mrs. E. W. Giger, Mrs. Bernard Gilpin, Mrs. H. L. Grove, Mrs. E. A. Groves, Mrs. Cornelius Haney, Mrs. F. A. Harveys, Mrs. G. W. Hedden, Mrs. F. Josi, Mrs. P. Kenter, Mrs. C. Kinger, Mrs. D. F. Landen, Mrs. S. M. Liddle, Mrs. J. A. Linder, Mrs. W. L. Smith, Mrs. R. B. Schilling, Mrs. H. W. Moore, Mrs. C. W. Middletown, Mrs. L. Mooberry, Mrs. C. Pardee, Mrs. G. A. Piersol, Mrs. H. C. Roberts, Mrs. L. B. Robinson, Mrs. N. P. Sloan, Mrs. J. M. Starr, Mrs. C. H. Stockton, Mrs. J. Strong, Mrs. J. T. Thornton, Mrs. W. H. Way, Mrs. J. M. Winter, Mrs. J. W. White, Mrs. S. H. Yarrow.

Football Men Eligible for 1909.
When the referee's whistles announce the opening of the season the eastern college football game will be heard the noise that brings to the end the football careers of seven of our team. These men are Valentine, Hollenbach, Kestin, Scarlett, Draper, Gaston, Meier, and Means.

Of these "Big Bill" Hollenbach is the one whose loss will be most keenly felt. For four years he has been the most consistently successful football player in the American football world. He is the captain of the team and leader of men whose presence has been greatly missed in the indoor game. Along with him and in the same class is Hunter Scarlett, who, although returning to college, has played four years, and in that time has won a reputation as a fullback as strong as any man in the country.

Draper's loss in the line will be hard to fill. For the past four years he has held the position of right tackle, and to his wonderful work last season has earned himself a berth on the New York and All-America eleven.

Kestin at quarterback has throughout his career been greatly handicapped by injuries, and it was not until last year that he was able to show his full ability. He then stepped in at a crack and played among the best and bravest game that the season ended with flying colors. Again this year he has been handicapped by injuries, but he is expected he will be on the field to play today, and thus finish a notable record as the winner of three varsity letters.

Gaston returns for another year in the Law School, but he too has been handicapped by his four years of play. There was perhaps no harder and cleaner player in college football, a man whose coach could always rely on brilliant at times but always one of the most consistent and steadfast men that ever donned a uniform.

The last two—Meier and Means—are men who have played last three years on the Varsity. The former, although seen occasionally made some contribution to the game, student, played for three years on Varsity, and has done so much that he is indispensable another year, while the latter graduates this June. Both men have made up in the backfield with both flankback and Keinath, and presented a combination of just the type of the average of the colleges. Means is a drop kick of great ability, and takes a leading position in this department of his lines. With this big loss it would seem that prospects for next season would be dark, but at this time of the session we are more than justified in these predictions. The men who return are Pike, Marks, Osgood, Berdick, Lamboth, Breidshock, Cross, Pierfer, Milker, Burns, Reagan, Sommer and Pavett. With the strength of the freshmen five men should have thrown the协作 of the team, a man of considerable ability in the indoor game, is expected to report for the team, now that the strenuous game is over for the season. Presuming the old "Twelve Man" for their positions will be the entire last year's freshmen team, an exceedingly fast lot of players. Dough, Saad, Tohey, these men with the Seniors will still insure a race for the positions on the first team. It would seem at present as if Hough, the speedy little man, should be the backfield University, so that he will be a member of the Harvard football team, it is expected that Yale, Columbia, Cornell and Princeton front will be met.

Development in some of the other colleges of the season indicate that the time for the championship will be as close and exciting as it was last year, when Yale gained on time to the Red and Blue. The Blue should be strong again, while Columbia, with her entire team back should play even above last year's form, which was sufficient to carry her to the New York Five in the last. Cornell will be strong this last year, and Princeton boys fair to be the only college that can expect an improvement.

It is hoped that the Eastern championship will be won by Columbia this year, and that Yale, Princeton and Harvard will be next. The Eastern championship cleanly, the only college that can expect an improvement.

It is hoped that the Eastern championship will be won by Columbia this year, and that Yale, Princeton and Harvard will be next. The Eastern championship cleanly, the only college that can expect an improvement.
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It is hoped that the Eastern championship will be won by Columbia this year, and that Yale, Princeton and Harvard will be next. The Eastern championship cleanly, the only college that can expect an improvement.
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